
FIND YOUR ULTIMATE 
PERCY PIG MATCH
Answer our fun quiz questions and add up the points to 
find out which Percy Pig goodies you need in your life

What’s your idea of 
a perfect holiday?

What’s your favourite 
time of year?

How do you eat 
your Percy Pigs?

How do you like to spend 
the weekend?

Embarking on a PIG 
adventure, like when Percy 
met his mango-flavoured 

friend, Timmy Tiger! 

= 1pt
Visiting the farm, just like 
where Percy met his sheep 

and cow friends 

= 2pts
Relaxing on a train 

journey, like when Percy 
hung out with his pal 

Francis Bourgeois 

= 3pts

Chilly winter. Did you know 
you can keep your feet 

warm with Percy slippers? 

= 1 pt
Hot sunny summers. Did 
you know Percy has a fun 

treat-filled suitcase?

= 2pts
I love all the seasons. Did 

you know Percy loves 
dressing up for Halloween 

and Christmas? 

= 3pts

Nibble the ears first 

= 1 pt
All in one 

= 2pts
It depends on my mood… 

and my hunger levels 

= 3pts

Going on a nice long dog 
walk – with your pooch 
carrying their favourite 

Percy toy 

= 1pt
Making a nice cup of tea 

and relaxing with a biscuit 
and a pack of Percy Pigs 

= 2pts
Treating myself to an 

oink-redible shopping trip 
at M&S. Don’t forget your 

Percy tote bag! 

= 3pts

It’s time to redecorate  
your bedroom.  

Where do you start?

It’s your bestie’s birthday, 
how do you plan  

on treating them?

Pick up a letterbox 
gift filled with a variety 

of Percy goodies

Grab a Percy Pig cosy  
night in gift bag for the  

ultimate treat

Put on your gladrags – 
sorry – put on your Percy 
hoody and hit the town!

How many points 
did you score?

A comfy Percy Pig cushion 
for my bed

= 1pt
Neon pink Percy lighting 

to set the mood

= 2pts
Soft cotton bed sheets 
with – you guessed it – 

Percy on them!

= 3pts

0-6 Of course you love 
Percy, but have a soft 
spot for his friends too, 
including his BFF  
Colin the Caterpillar

7-12 You love snacking 
on Percy Pigs and may 
even have a Percy Pig 
cushion or two around 
your home

13-18 You live and 
breathe Percy Pig. You’re 
his number one fan!

A Percy gift card so they 
can choose their fave 

things from M&S

= 1pt
Perfectly Percy PJs for a 

good night’s sleep 

= 2pts
A squealy great  

Percy Pig mug for their 
favourite cuppa

= 3pts


